The Development of the ERMA Banking
System: Lessons from History
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In the early 1950s banklng was faced w~tha paper-handlmg crlss. Banks
were unable to keep on top of the rising number of checks and were unable to
retain bookkeeplng staff Bank of Amenca, then the largest bank in the world.
turned to Stanford Research Institute to develop an automated bookkeep~ng
and proofing system. SRI and BofA worked together to create ERMA (electronic recording machlne -accounting) and to develop the MlCR (magnetic~ n kcharacter recognition) check coding system. The work on this project
demonstrates the necessity'of senior executrve ~nvolvement,strong leadership, and innovative eng~neenng.

I

n the early 1950s. the banking Industry was on the brink
of a cnsis. Between 1943 and 1952. check use in the
United States h'ad doubled from four billion to eight billion
checks writteh every yeat. Bankers projected by 1955 the
number ofchecks would be increasing by approximatelyone
billion' per year. and, by 1960, 14 billion checks would be
written each year? This dramatic increase in checking
(shown In Figure 1) led t o asubstantial. twofold problem for
the industry: T h e paperwork wasstaggering and banks were
unable t o retam bookkeepingstaff.Thissituationhad banks
at astandstill; they were able neither toexpand.nor, insome
cases, even t o keep pace with the increasing flow of paper.*
The overwhelming growth of paperwork at the banks
was created by the ch&kclearingprocess. Each of the 28
million checks written every business day passed through
approximately two and one-third banks, taking more than
two days t o be processed. This led t o a staggering 69 million
checks in process throughout the u n i t e d stat& banking
system on an average day? Unlessa check was deposited a t
the bank where both accounts were located, the check had
to be sorted by hand and individually rung up o n a n adding
machine a minimum of six times during the clearing- pro.
cess.I
In a 40-person branch, a t least seven people were employed a s full-time clerical workers. Most were young female bookkeepers between the ages of 18 and 24. Their
monotonous work mainly consisted of sorting pieces of
paper, running a n adding machine, and bundling checks.
Not surprisin~ly,considering the dr4dgery of t h e position
and the age of the
tradihna'l~ left the banks
upon marrying. the turnover rate was exceedingly high-in
some areas reaching 100 percent turnover each year.'

Firs1 in a series about computer use at Bank of America.
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Once a check was deposited at a bank. two things needed
t o be accomplishsd quickly: proofing and bookkeep~ng
,Proofing wasdone toidentify the originating bank o r branch
and venfy the amount o n the check. Checks, identified only
by signature, were received in batches by the tellers and
given in batches t o proof-machine operators. The operator
keyed in the number of the issuing bank and the amount for
each check. The proof machine then fed the check into one
of a s many as 32-pockets associated with the number of the
bank An adding machine attached t o each pocket printed
the amount of the check, the total for each pocket, and a
running grand total o n a paper tape. O n e of the pockets was
reserved for "on us" checks - those written by customers
whose accounts w v e with the bank. It was necessary to
finish proofing early t o catch stop payments o r overdrafts
on accounts.
At the end of each day, the checks in each pocket (excepting the "on us" checks) were removed, packaged with
the adding tape from the pocket, and forwarded to the
Federal Rese~esystemfordistributiontotheissuingbanks.
At each routing step the checks again passed through proof
machines and were accumulated into new batches with control tapes. Once the checks were distributed by the Federal
Reserve. the receiving bank added these to its "on us"
checks and processed them accordingly. In general, the
proofing system was manual, subject both t o operator mistakes and t o machine errors even when the operator performance was
The hgh rate of checking was only one pan of the trend toward
to banksqpapcrr-handling
ConS U ~ loam.
C ~ home loans. auto loans. and other lines of aedit. as
well as personal checking accounts, were becoming readily available for a large part of society. In the postwar era, savlngs accounts
increased 33 percent. commercial loans increased 113 percent.
mongages increased 290 percent, and consumer inslallment cred~t
~ n c r e a ~850
d percent?
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Figure 1. Checks written in the US from 1939 to 1969.

Bookkeeping consisted of manually keeping a
customer's account balance up to date daily according to
deposits and withdrawals. Each afternoon, "on us" checks
were sorted to accounts on the basis of signature and taken
to a conventional ledger-card accounting machine, where
the amount of the check was subtracted from the balance
and a new balance noted and posted to the account's ledger
by an operator. A copy of the ledger card and the checks
were mailed to the depositor as the monthly statement, and
a ledger card with the new balance was saved for the next
month's cycle. Timing was very important in this process.
Each morning the banks received checks processed by the
Federal Reserve that had to be debited horn the check
writer's account. In the afternoon, banks exchanged all
except the "on us" pile of checks with other banks in the
same city. Most banks were forced to shut their doors to
business at 3:00 p.m. each day to handle the daily bookkeeping and proofing needs.

Bank of America
Bankof America(BofA),calledBankofItalyuntil 1930,
was started by A.P. Giannini in San Francisco in 1904 as a
small neighborhood savings and loan. Giannini's philosophy was to provide banking services to those not traditionally served by local banks. His success was phenomenal. In

1909, Giannini opened his Eint branch bank in San Jose; by
the end of 1918,there were 24 branch banks stretching from
one end of California to the other. By its 25th anniversary.
in 1929,BofA had 292 branches. employed more than 7.000
people. and had more than $1 billion in assets.
In 1936, the elder Giannini passed the reins to his son.
L.M. Giannini. By the end of 1941, Bank of America
boasted 495 branches and S2.1 billion in asset^.^ D u r ~ n gthe
Second World War. California's population and economy
mushroomed. boosting Bank of America's resources ro
more than $5 billion - more than any commercial bank In
the world. After the war. the younger ~ i a n n i n augmented
i
his strong "Banca d'America e d'Italia" subsidiary by opening nine offices oveneas? By 1945. BofA was the largest
bank in the world.
S. Clark Beise, senior vice president of BofAin 1950 (and
later president from 1954 to 1964). had been invited personaUy by A.P. Giannini to leave his position as a national bank
examiner and join Bank of America as a vice president.
According to bank legend. Giannini had told Beise. "I'd like
you to,come into the bank. You'U find the way free to the
top.* Beise was acutely aware of the serious problems
facing the nation's banks in general and Bank of America
in particular. He had a keen interest in technology and
automation as a means to continued growth and became an
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Development of ERMA
active leader in computer-based innovations at BofA. He
saw the checking crisis as an obstacle to growth, and became
the first p e n o n among senior management to realize that
the solution lay in automating the check-handling system
and to take the initiative in exploring methods to automate
check-handling procedures.

Stanford Research Institute
In 1950. Stanford Research Inst~tute(SRI)* of Menlo
Park. California, began to work on an automailon solut~on
to BofA's check-handling problem. SRI had been founded
in 1946 as a nonprofit research center with a mission to
conduct applied research on the West Coast. T h e Institute
had three main research div~sions:phys~calsciences, econormu, and engineering In the sprlng of 1950, three executlves from SRI led by Dr. W.B "Hoot" Gibson spent a
morning conducting a promotional vls~tto the E m p o n u m
department store. T h e Emporium meeting took place near
Bank of America headquarters, and when the meetlng
ended earlier than expected. G ~ b s o nd e c ~ d e dto call o n
Bene. whom he knew slightly. Gibson later recalled:
I told Beise that this was jast a "shot in the dark." b ~ l t
that I thought Bank of America should be thlnking
about electronic applications.. H e expressed some
concern about whether the bank would ever get what
was really needed from IBM. Burroughs, and other
such companies. I left the meeting after about five
minutes - a n d the only thought left was maybe the
bank should look into the situat~onfurther. Within a
few days I heard the bank had contactedTom M o n i n
[SRI's director of engineering research], and that this
had been done a t my suggestion lo
Beise acted quickly o n Gibson's advice. Due t o its size.
the growth in checking was affecting Bank of America
severely. BofA's checking accounts were increasing at the
rate of 23.000 new accounts per month." By 1950, BofA
managed over 4.6 million checking. savings, and Timeplan
accounts.' Bank management realized that "growth would
not be limited by new business, but rather by ...being unable
to adequately service new accounts."" Beise had been cons~deringthis problem carefully and had approached several
bus~nessequipmentmanufacturers about creating a n automated bookkeeping system. But although the manufacturers were willing to improve their basic proof machine, none
was Interested in investing the tlme o r capital t o create an
entirely new system. T o Beise. SRI seemed the perfect
solution. S R I could act as a research and development
division to establish what was possible in automated check
Stanford Research Institute was incorporated as an independent, not-for-profit corporation in the postwar era. The trustees of
Stanford Univenity elected the board of directon of the institute
and the president of the university served as the exofficiochairrnan
of the board. In 1970, aU ties between Stanford Research Institute
and Stanford University were severed. and the inst~tuteadopted its
initials as its official name. The insticute is currently known as'SRI
International. The terms SRI and Stanford Research lnst~tuteare
used interchangeably in this article.
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handling and to design a model to test or sell to a manufacturer.
BofA vice president Frank M. Dana contacted Thomas
H. Morrin to pursue an exploratory discussion about automating the bank's check-handling and bookkeeping systems. Representatives from Bank of America first mct with
SRI delegates in June 1950. when Dana arranged for Joseph
Lovewell, an SRI economist. and Oliver Whitby, manager
of systems engineering, to visit the bank's Palo Alto
branch.12 T h e meeting provided the SRI men with a firsthand view of banking procedures and the magnitude of the
paper crisis. Whitby gathered information, drew up several
flow charts of the information-processing operations. and
outlined a data-handling system.
Representatives from BofA and SRI immediately began
a series of meetings t o discuss the steps involved in checkhandling, account-numbering. and paper-handling systems.
T h e conversation focused on how to automate these processes. T h e challenge was to develop a system that

-

could handle used paper. read data from t h ~ spaper.
and performall the requlred bookkeepingoperat~ons.
It was realized that the system [had to] be fast enough
to allow all operations to be completed every day
within the tight time schedule followed by banks, and
that it [had to] be accurate - t o the last penny. No
undetected e r r o n could b e allowed. Funher, t h ~ s
work [needed to] be performed by automatic machinery, so that a high percentage of the tedious manual workcould beeliminated -0thenvise time schedules, growth potentials, and economic requirements
could not be met. The equipment had to be sufflciently low in initial cost so that the cost of its operat ~ o n and
s depreciation would be no more expensive
than the present methods."

Based on these initial discussions. BofA and SRI agreed
that the proposed system would perform five basic bookkeeping functions:
I. Credit and debit all accounts.
2. Maintain a record of all transactions.
3. Retainaconstant record of customer current balances
t o be printed as needed.
4. Respond to stop-payment and hold orders o n checks
5. Notify the operator if a check caused the account ~n
question t o be overdrawn.I4
Neither proofing nor automatic sorting of checks was part
of the original design. Based on Whitby's observations at
branch offices, the system was to be located ar a central
office t o service surrounding branches. T h e machine was
envisioned as receiving items listed on a battery of approximately ten 10-key. double-register adding machines wired
directly t o a magneticmemory drum that would contain the
account balances. Operators would key in the amounts of
the checks. All checks bearing dates more than two months
old would be checked automatically against the stop-payment file before being listed."
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BofA and SRI
Research on the BofA project began in earnest with
operations conducted on two levels. SRI's Momn was in
charge and functioned at the same level as the executive
bank management team of Dana, Beise, and Ranaulf
Beames, vice president in charge of melhods and chief
liaison between SRI and Bank of America. Although none
of the bankers was well versed in engineering, each clearly
understood banking and the acute problems connected with
the growth of checking. The next level of players included
BofA's Charles Conroy, assistant to Beames and an industrial engineer in the standards department, and Howard
Leif. a comptroller. who watched over issues affecting standards and procedures. Lei and Conroy worked primarily
with SRI systems engineers Whitby and Jerre Noe. Whitby
came from Harvard University. Noe from Stanford, where
each worked on university programs while obtaining his
PhD degree. Noe and Whitby led the research throughout
the initial systems studies. Noe, the head of SRI's engineering sciences division, was project leader throughout the
program-These teams led the search for a technical solution
to the increasingly severe bookkeeping problem.
From the beginning. SRI and Bank of America had
symbiotic goals in wanting to work with one another. Beise
needed a reputable organization. preferably local, to land
credibilityto his futuristic goal of automated check processing. TiaditionaI officeequipment manufathrrers'more familiar with banking had not stepped up t o 6.U this need and.
as Beise had noted in his original discussion with Gibson. he
did not expect IBM. Burroughs. NCR. o r other leaden in
office machinery to take o n the task any time soon. SRI was
a sound choice to develop the system as it was local, well
established, and associated with a prestigious university. For
Tom Morrin and others at SRI. Bank of America was an
equally desirable partner. BofA was large, hlghly respected.
and willing to try some innovative technology t o solve its
current check-handling problems. In addition. SRI had recently acquired several computer-oriented engineers and
was looking for an opportunity to "put [its] foot in the
computer door."16 Morrin viewed this venture as likely to
yield results that might eventually be marketable t o other
organizations such as the United States Postal Service.I6
Working together on an automation project served both
Bank of America's and SRl's goals.

The feasibility study
In late July 1950, SRI was instructed to proceed with a
feasibility study of an electronic bookkeeping machine to be
designed and produced for Bank of America. The feasibility
study involved an appraisal of three areas. F i t , the engineers would study the tight banking time schedule under
which the machine would have to be run. Second. an analysis
would be made of the encoding and retrieval of all the
information the machine would have to handle for storage,
processing, and printing. Third. alternative production and
storage design would be reviewed to obtain reliable. prompt
access to the accounts to provide up-to-date balance information for customers. Engineers evaluated existing tech-

niques to prpcess the information and considered how large
a project the development would constitute." Beames emphasized that the machine should take over the majority of
check-processing operations. His goals were to speed up the
bookkeeping process while making it more accurate and
reducing the number of employees. He also wanted to

Bank of America considered the check
to be an important emotional
link to the customer and felt that few, if
any, changes could be made to the
check itself.
minimize the space records were taking up and make the
records easier to access. This study (and all further
SRIIBofA work) was highly secretive. Only those engineers
directly involved with the project at SRI were aware of it.
and very few bank employees knew of its existence.
An important concern for Bank of America during the
feasibility study was the check. BofA considered it to be an
important emotional link to the customer and felt that few.
if any, changes could be made to the check itself. BofA's
rigidity on this issue became a major concern for the engineers. who felt changes were needed for a successfulsystem.
Noe and Whitby were pleased to discover after a few meetings that despite BofA's initial stand. Bearnes was actually
quite flexible. Noe noted positively in an intemalSFU memo
that Beames "apparently has been responsible for many of
the 'radical' changes made [at BofA] in the past."17 This
flexibility and willingness to work out tricky' situations
helped to ensure a strong working relationship between
Bank of America and SRI representatives.
The f m t time a decision had to be made between customer use habits and system needs was when the engineers
insisted that the account fding system be redesigned. Pnor
to the 1950s. customer 6les were kept alphabetically. This
alphabetic filing system meant that the order changed with
the addition of any new account other than "Zurz." In
addition, the only form of identification and verification on
the check was the signature, which was checked agarnst an
rndex card with the customer's signature kept on file at the
branch office. SRI suggested BofA change to a numerical
(or at least alphanumerical) accounting system for encoding
and identification purposes. Numbering each account. independent of name, would allow for additions by automatlcally giving the highest number to the newest account. For
Bank of America, the change would mean distributing all
new checkbooks with each customer's name and number
stamped in one corner (previous checks had no identifying
marks). It also meant warning customers against loanlng
blank checks to friends, a common practice before automation. After much discussion. Beames said he did not object
to this change and suggested that "the official point of view
agreed - or could be made to agree - with his."16 The
change made the checking process easier to automate and
provided a more reliable method of identifying the check.
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Trade-offs
While the feasibil~tystudy was being conducted, the
engineers and bankers began t o learn the complexitres of
each other's businesses. Beames was a hands-on manager
a n d encouraged Whrtby, Noe, and Fred Kamphoefner of
SRI t o make trips t o branch and central bank offices t o
observe the facilit~esand processes. These trips demonstrated t o the engineers the need for accuracy, a n d the
narrow window after the bank closed and before it
opened that was available to process checks, get the
balances up t o date. and return checks for lack of funds.
Beames also stressed t o S R I that banking was a service
industry with a customer focus. Prompt, reliable banking
services encouraged customer loyalty. This underscored
BofA's conviction that the customer be inconvenienced
as little a s possible and use habits not b e changed unless
absolutely necessary.
Correspondingly. BoEA representafives Beames, Conroy, and Leif became acquainted with the basics of what a
'computer system could and could not do, the rigidity of
computers. and the broad sweep of potential, but still unproven, applications. ?he romputer industry was just beginning and its limits were not clearly defined. T h e b a n k e n
became aware of the trade-offs lo be made between cost,
function, and speed. They realized that artain applications'
were not possible o r probable, while other processes could
beeliminated through improved'system design. They began
t o realize that automating the check-processing system
would r q u i r e more than installing a computer system; it
would mean entirely reorganizing the way check processing
was conducted.
There was ongoing discussion a t this time about what the
system should be: a bookkeeping machine, a proof machine,
or a combination of both. Bookkeeping accounted for the
change in the customer's balance and recorded the history
of the transaction and the ending balance. T h e primary
objective of proofing was t o capture accurately and authentlcate the amount of the check and the bank o r branch
rdentification. Originally, Bank of America was interested
in attacking the bookkeeping problem only. But when the
SRI engineers convinced Beames t o assign customer numbers and place them o n the checks. the abilrty t o combine
bookkeeping with the proofing function became evident.
(Later developments in common machine language and
magnetic ink made it possible t o integrate the two features.)
Adding the proofing, however, would confound the operational constraintsof the system. Proofmg was done throughout the day: then,at the close of the day, the "on us" checks
were sorted and account balances updated. As the "system"
was t o be run centrally in batch mode, batch cycle time was
the time b e w e e n bank closing and opening m n u s travel
t ~ m eThus
.
combining the two would r q u i r e all checks t o be
forwarded t o batch-processing centen, whereas for bookkeeping only the "on us" checks would be forwarded t o the
center and other checks t o the distribution center. In small
c~tres,as much as 90 percent of a local bank's checks might
be "on us" checks; in metropolitan areas this percentage was
considerably lower. Bank of America had such a large mar-
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ket sharathat "on us" checks ranged from 40 to 80 percent
in different branches."

Feasibility study results
In late September 1950, Monin informed~8eamesrhar
SRI's feasibility study was complete and "indicated it was
technically possible to build an automatic bookkeeping system for ledger posting and processing of commercial checking accounts." Monin suggested a three-phase approach to
the project:'2

.

1. a study of banking procedures external to the

machine.
2. general logical design. and
3. development. construction, and testing.

1

I

The third step would be carned out by an equipment manufacturer, not by SRI, since manufacturing ran counter to
SRI's mission statement t o conduct original research. T h ~ s
report fust referred to the machine as the "E. R. M." electronic recording machine.

The research and design contract
In mid-November 1950, Beames presented Whitby with
a contract for $15.000 to be paid over a period ofsix months
,for phases 1 and 2, with a note emphasizing that the E R M
would have to perform both the proof and bookkeeptng
functions. Phases 1 and 2 covered the research and d e s ~ g n
of general logic for the system. Although not actually signed
until late December, due to the amount of work done previously. the contract between BofA and S R I was back dated
to November 1, 1950.19
After five months, SRI found the money insufficient for
the work program and. in April 1951. Noe and Whitby mer
with Beames t o request an additional $5,000 to complete the
project. Beames agreed and asked for the official report ro
be presented to him in mid-May.I9 During this time. Noe and
Whitby; together with SRI engineer John Davis and others.
came up with a preliminarydesign for the machineand drew
logicaldesign block diagrams for each of the main ERM
operations. Whitby noted that "this period of work saw a
&od deal of inventing, and many changes in the design ro
get out of holes."19 T h e study involved a thorough Investlgation of the operational pract~cesof the entire bank. w ~ t h
a careful analysls of the particular system requirements
Engineen worked to establish exactly what the machine
needed to accomplish. including input and output data handling, size of temporary and permanent storage media. and
arithmetic operations.12 O n April 30, phases 1 and 2 were
completed and SRI presented its interim report t o BofA.
Although Bank of America was interested in using the
proofing process as an input t o bookkeeping activities, the
interim report still described the machine fundamentally as
a bookkeepingdevice. with checks being proofed and sorted
a t the branches before delivery to the ERM. Once at the
E R M center, operators would enter batches of checks
through four input-output units into temporary storage.
When a check entered the input-output unit. the machine
would read the account number. which was to be printed on
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the check with fluorescent ink. Accounts would be updated
and overdrafts noted. When the storage section was full, the
information would be transferred toaddressograph plates. A
list of all transactions by account number would then be
prlnted out, on an ordinary typewriter. for crosschecking.
Another list spe-ng
overdrafts and hold payments would
be generated for branch managers. Once a month statements
e
would
would be printed to be sent to c u s t ~ m e r s . ~ T hsystem
automatically handle the production of statementsand other
documents needed by the bank and its customers. The ERM
would have as its principal input units four modified adding
machines. Each unit would have a printer and an automatic
photoelectric reading device. The ERM would &me approximately 12 branches from a central location.
While the interim report was being considered by Beise.
SRI began to estimate costs for constructing the ERM and
the optlmal account capaaty. SRI originally came up with
an estimate of $750.000 for the machlne, plus an additional
$15,000 for the development of a check reader for the entry
mactune. This rough estimate was made by comparing the
est~matedconstruction costs other companies incurred for
large-scale computer projects such as the Mark 111, UNfVAC. EDVAC, and Whirlwind I. Once theengineers broke
down the ERM development into specifics, the final estimate came to $949,000. This cost seemed high to Mornn,
who suggested breaking the estimate down according to
horv much a minimum systerri (with only two readerlsoner
devices and tapes) and a complete system (with 10 of each
feature) would cost. The readjusted- figufes came to
$530.000 for the minimum and $830,000 for the comple'te
system.19*
Account &pacity was more difficult to estimate because
of inadequate information on the cost of storage, access
tlme, and tape length for the set of records. Consequently,
SRI undertook a study of demand at San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and other major areas and varied the size of the
components of each system. On July 7, 1951. SRI recommended anoptlmum economical s u e of 30,OOOaccounts per
ERM (double the original estlmate of 15.000 accounts) to
take advantage of the projected economies of scale by servlclng more branches with each electronic recording machine.*
Beames requested the cost and capaary esrimates so
Be~secould present the figures to potentla1 machine manufacturers such as IBM. Burroughs, and AddressographMult~graph.These estimates were supposed to be SRI's
f ~ n a projects
l
for Bank of Amenca. SRI had completed ~ t s
contract by showlng the feasibility of thesystem. thoroughly
researching the opt~ons,and des~gnlngthe general logic. At
t h ~ polnt
s
Belse planned to turn the system design over to a
bus~ness-equ~pment
manufacturer to develop and sell.

The Burroughs Corporation
In the fall of 1951, Beise. along with A.R. Zipf. an
experienced bank operations manager and innovator who
later became a crucial player in the adoption of national
Each account was allowed a monthly average o f 1.56 items
processed per account per day.m

banking standards. traveled to Burroughs. NCR, and other
leading coplpanies to interest them in building an ERM for
'
they wereonly able tointerest
Bank of ~ m e r i c a *However.
one manufacturing company. the Burroughs Corporation.
in the SRI proposal. Bank of America considered a joint
venture with Burroughs for thc development of a high-

Automating the check-processing
system would require more than
installing a computer system; it would
mean entirely reorganizing the way
check processing was conducted.
speed pnnter and the adaptat~on of the Burroughs
S e n s ~ m a t bank
~ c bookkeeping machine19 into an ERM system. After discussion with SRI, Beise and Beames flew to
Detro~tto meet with Burroughs officials. Soon aftenvard,
three Burroughs offic~als.T.M. Butler. Ted Welch, and
R.V.D. Campbell, flew to Cal~forn~a
to meet with Beames
and SRI's Momn. Noe, and Wh~tby.The more than sevenhour meeting included detalled d~scussionsof the pnnter.
proof machine, and proposed ERM system.
Although the three panles seemed readi to sign a contract at this meeting, the offlc~allogbook kept by Oliver
whitby has only two entrles menrioning ~ u t f o u ~ h i ' a f t e r
this point. The firstldated November 1951. 'notes "some
objections from Burroughs"; the Second,'onemonth later.
reads "Burroughs out of plcture as associate of Bank on
ERM."U Momn maintalns Be~seused Burroughs as a
means of checking up on SRI SRI estimated it would cost
Bank of America approximately $1 m ~ l l ~ otoncomplete the
system.u Burroughs est~matedthe system would actually
cost double SRI's guess.

i

Development at SRI
Afrer discussions wlth Burroughs fell apart. Be~seasked
SRI to go ahead with the constructlon of an englneerlng
proiotype of the ERM, a decls~onmotivated In part by h ~ s
bel~efthat confidential~tycould be better malntalned worklng w ~ t hSRI. SRI had never cons~deredbeing an ERM
suppl~er,slnce the research ~nstltutehad no Interest ln manufacturlngand was ~ll-equ~pped
to build what was to become
one of the largest and most complex computer systems yet
des1gned.2~Mornn remembers agreelng somewhat reluctantly to carry out the deslgn and constructlon of the ma
chlne, bel~evlng~tto be an ~napproprlatetask for a research
lnstltute. Beise st111anr~c~pated
selling the system des~gnto
a manufacturing company after SRI demonstrated the
in a worklng prototype.
system's feasib~l~ty
On January 28. 1952, Bank of Amerlca and SRI signed
a contract for phase 3 of the proposal covenng the development, construction, and testlng of a pilot model ERM to
prov~deservlce to 12 branches SRI and BofA dlvlded the
effort Into four stages:14
I . Finish the logical design of remaining operations.
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2. Construct a pilot model.
3. Test the model at o n e of BofA's branches. tentatively
Menlo Park.
4. Finish and install the machine in the Berkeley branch
to provide bookkeeping service for I2 nearby
branches.

f

stored on magnetic tape. Finally, plans were made to use the
completkd SRI system to process BofA checks rather than
have it serve only as a protorype.*
A significant change in the project leadership occurred
in May 1952 with the death of Beames. the chief liaison
between SRI and Bank of Amerlca for the ERM project.
Leif succeeded Beames at BofA. and Charlie Conroy began
reporting to Leif. Leif and Conroy divided their duties. Leif
handled the banking; Conroy spent most of his time at SRI.
Eventually Conroy was spending so much time at SRI that
in June 1953. he moved his office into SRl's Menlo Park
headquarters and began to conduct all his business from
there.

e d Bank of Amer~cawould pay SRI
The contract s p e c ~ f ~ that
no more than $850.000 over four years. w ~ t han a d d ~ t ~ o n a l
$25,000 for subcontracts. Although the f~nalexpenses were
never released. most engineen estimate that the grand total
was actually around $10 million.2s
Once the d e c ~ s i o nhad been made to have SRI develop
the system, Morrin and Noe began meetlng regularly with
The transistor study
Beise at Bank of America headquarters, where bank employees who knew about the project referred to them as the
In the fall of 1952. SRI engineers Bart Cox, Jack Gold"whu kids."23 Beise took anactive role ~nguiding the project
berg, and William H. Kautzset to work on the logical design
and formally reviewed the work every three months. Alof the system. O n e of the fint and most significant decisions
though he had no background in information systems. Beise
was whether to create the electronic logic using vacuum
was a demanding hands-on manager who wanted to know
tubes, as was then common, o r to use newly introduced
everything that was going on. M o m n and Noe both rememtransistors. Noe attended a BeU Laboratory seminar in New
ber his piercing questioning and strong leadenhip? B w e s .
York City shortly after Bell.announced the availability of its
Conroy. a n d Robert Reilly also began spending considernew transistors. It convinced him that SRI needed to conable timeat SR1,whileZipfcontinued tostudy thecomputer
sider the transistor option carefully.' Transistors were re~ndustrythroughout the country. The project took up a large
puted t o have a low power drain and long life. and be of
p o r t ~ o nof SRI's space and time. More infrastructure and
relatively small size and higher speed than thevacuum tubes
englneen were required.
. then used for computer circuitry. The institute launched a
major research study. headed by Howard Zeidler, on the use
After sigmng the contrad for phase 3, SRI, not beiig a
produdion mrnpany, began t o look for other companies to
of transistors. The study included trips to all of the compadevelop peripheral ERM-tailored equipment This induded
nies that were producing transistors, including RCA,
tailored electronics packages, magnetic-tape transports and
Sylvania, and Rayheon.
drums, a sorter-reader machine. and a high-speed output
T h e S R I transistorstudy f0und.a lack of consistent manpmter.I4 T o ensure a steady future supply of these produus,
ufacturing quality, a shorter than anticipated life expecBofA and SRI believed it was wiser to have a known officztancy. less than presumed reliability. highercost.and greater
eqlupment manufacturer produce them. Allother ERM w m uncertainty regarding future prices and availability relative
ponents could be developed by SRI o r purchased through
to vacuum tubes.I4 In addition, the only transiston available
regular channels. The sidebar o n page 51 lists the wmparues
were pointcontact transistors; the junction transistor was
considered for each piece of peripheral equipment
not yet on the market? SRI continued tube and transistor
SRI launched a far-ranging technology search and visited
development in parallel untiladecision was reached in April
more than 15 companies around the Un~tedStates and
1953 to use transiston in the E R M only to a limited extent.
Europe to observe products and assess each company's
Electronic logic would be developed using tubes and wired
will~ngnessto develop and produce specif~cE R M compoprograms for the
but because the transistor problems were viewed as temporary, the possibility of transistornents. Much of the component selection and quality control
was handled by C. Bruce Clark. T o maintam conf~dent~ality. izlng the final E R M was left open.
the companies generally were not told the d e t a ~ i sof the
Designing a machine-readable check
overall system, only the specific functional requ~rements
they had to meet.
In the summer of 1952, a team of engineers began working on a system to allow the ERM to "read" the account
Changes in the plans
number and amount information on checks with minimal
By the fall of 1952, the design and operation of the E R M
human involvement. T h e account number was to be prewas well defined. T h e primary system was t o have four
printed and the check amount added during proofing. Anal30,000-account capacity E R M machines located in a central
ysis of the paper flow and observations of checks' journeys
office, which would be linked toapproximately 12 branches
through the banks and clearing houses led SRI to conclude
by messenger service (in some cases a flying messenger
that it was imperative the information on a check be transservice). Each E R M was to be operated by 10 to 12 bookferred to the system as early in the process as possible.
keepers and handle both bookkeeping and proofing funcIdeally. the bank was hoping to find a system that would
tions. The addition of the proofing function was requested
meet the following six requirements:
by the bank. The printer was to be a separate unit from the
main machine. Customer names and addresses were to be
1. Change the check's appearance as little as possible.
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2. Use the front of the check so

7.
4.

5.
6

that only one run throughrhe
printing press would be requtred
Incur the satnc drving tlmc as
ordinary ~ r l k
Res~stb c t n ~
rubbed off.
Be readtly availahlc
Use normal prtnting processes.

Companies Bank of ~mericaand SRI contacted for
peripheral equipment.
Sorterlreader
Victor Company
Monroe calculating Company
Clary Corporation
Felt & Tarrant
Friden
National Cash Register
Addressograph-MultigraphCorp.
Telemeter-Flexometer
Underwood Corporation

Shepard Laboratories'
Compagnie des Machine Bull
t

Magnetic d r u m
ElectroData Corporation'

t

Others
SRl's goal \\,as to tind a method of
I
coding that would cost the same as
Marshall
,
I
or only sl~ghtlvmore than the curStamford Tool & Die Corporation
I
I
rent check system.
National Cash Register
A t the time. the only technology
E l e c t r i k i l units
that existed for relavinn
~nforma,
'"
Corarads were eventuaEy sgned with these
tlon to a computer was punched
Bendix Aviation C6rporation*
cards. which encoded ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n
Ferranti
tSRIkrtlaly~edwithBedmOata
as holes. The Idea that banks adopt
(WenM d a t e d Eqpxxkg) to devebp a
' ~ e n e Mills
d
angle. very large drum. SRI ~ o o learned
n
that
an all punched-card check system
pmdudbdarcam;e5iweased~was q u ~ c k l yruled out as it was conw e t y w i m dun size and axlseqww.
stdered too great a change and too
dwie to use twro,medumsize+ms already
Remington Rand
0nlheIrrat-W
tntrus~veto the customer 26 ~ a n of
k
i
Amerlca retterated that the check
was an emot~onall ~ n kto the customer and should be changed only
m~n~mally
apparent. Pen and penal m a r ~ s c o u i dobscure the coding.
The alternattve to codlng (he check was to attach an
encoded object to the check. Other organizations expertascould opaque-orstlcky substances. Even rnorecrltlcal. the
mented with attach~nga srrlp of paper to the check or
green and purple Inks long usec?by bankers for cancellal~on
placlng the check. once tt reached the bank, i n a reusable
stamps were naturally fluorescgnt and in~erferedwrth readenvelope encoded w ~ t hpunched holes or perforat~ons.'
lngs SRI's Clark realized that to use fluorescent ink. all
banks would have to change thew cancellat~onmark Ink These methods were referred to as "slave" or "carr~er"
an unl~kelyposs~btlttvI n addlt~on.slnce the code was not
methods SRI and B o f A qulckly dec~dedthat the check
vls~bletoan operator In natural I~eht.errors could not easilv
~tself.not some separate attachment, should be the medlum * *
be detected A thud problem was ~nterferenccfrom the
In~tiallv.fluorescent Ink was thought to be the best method
natural 011s on customers' hands The englneers also expcr
of dtrealy encodlng checks Checks could be run below an
~mentedw ~ t ha zlnc ox~de-basedInk. which had ~ i m i l n r
ultrav~olethght that caused the ~ n to
k fluorem green. therebv
problems w ~ t h
Interference from lubrlcat~ng011s
Concurrently. engineers working on the construction o f
maklng 11 "va~ble"to an Input device connected to the w m the maln machlne were uslnp reels of magnetlc tape lor the
puter The Ink met nearlv ever<one of Bank of Amenca's
computer's external storage T h ~ str~geeredthe laborator\
requirements I t was ~nvlcibleto thecutomer.could be placed
scienttsts to tnvestteate the use of magnettc tnk for chech
on the front of the check. and acted llke standard Ink I n
addtt~on.the mk was avatlable at low cost from the nearbv
prtntlng. and they began work u ~ t the
h W ~ l l ~ a mPtgmcnl
s
Cal~forntaInk Companv in Berkeley
Company to develop an Ink for tr~alsMagnct~clnh had 1t.s
own set of drawbacks - verv close contact was requlrcd
Although fluorescent Ink was the front-runner and rebetween the check and the magnetic head used to read 11
ce~vedserlous cons~deratlon.funct~onalflaws soon became
and the ink would be v~sibleto the customer - but I t had
' The Chase ManhatIan Banh and the FIW Narlonal City Bank
the advantage of belng able to be read through such subof New Yorh experimented with large-scale,carner-method corn
stances
as bank cancellation stamps. ink. and scotch tape. I n
puter systems Chase contracted with the Labora~oryfor Electronaddition. magnetic ink was approximately one-fifth the cost
la. Inc . in Boston to create Diana. the "Goddess of the Chase
C ~ t yBank worked w ~ t han IT&T subsid~ary~nAntwerp. Belg~um
o f fluorescent ink. SRI set to work on the system and. by
Although a prololype Diand was acrually built, neither compulcr
late 1952. was able to present a working input check reader
was ever success full\^ put into opcrdtlon
using a magnetic-ink bar code.
" Beise. as part of his constant comrnunlcations wlrh other comMorrin met with Beise in early 1953 to tell him that SRI
of crcatlng a carner system wcth
panies. explored the poss~hili~y
wasconvinced
that the ERM system could only be run uslne
lnlcrndr~onalTelemeter Corporat~onThis l~alsonwas rnana~edby
magnetic ink. Beise was not pleased that there wasonlv one
A R Zipf Thc svslem was found lo bc loo curnbersomc and
expensive ro bc practical for the bank
way to solve his bank~ngproblem. but agreed W~I \vhat
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Development of ERMA

Figure 2 SRl's proposed bar code.

Morrin maintained was the only solut~on.Mornn later explained:
'

. .

Unless the printed material on the checks provides [a]
sufficient discrimination between the printing and all
of the-overprinting and is durable enough to-withstand all of the transit handlings, the number of errors
would. be so great that the system equipment would
have to b e rhrown d t . In o u r laboratorywork we built
equipment to test error rates for both materials and
type fonts for error rates. Magnetic material was t h e
only o n e that gave a n adequate signal-to-noise ratio.
My firm judgment at the time ...was based o n these
facts.=

1

Kenneth Eldredge, manager of SRI's new instrumentation and control systems laboratory, was put in charge of
developing equipment for automatic check reading.
Kamphoefner was in charge of the electronic aspects of the
paper-handling program, and Paul Wendt headed the mechanical program. Other S R I engineers included Samuel
Graf. in charge of chemical elements such as magnetic materials. ink formulation, and format tolerances; Philip Merritt, reader development; and Mendole D. Marsh, Carroll
M. Steele. and Merritt. electronicdesign, including the nines
error check (discussed later), control circuits interfacing
with the IBM punch. and the output p r i n ~ e rA. ~list of the
principal engineers involved in the ERM program is presented in the sidebar o n page 53.

i

Magnetic-ink character recognition

/

Initially. SRI planned to print the magnetic ink in a large
bar code on the back of the checks' using the code shown in
Figure 2. Bar codes were highly reliable but could not easily
be checked for errors since they were not easily interpreted
by humans. This made it difficult and time consuming to
locate and correct a mistake'made by the machine or in the
printing process. Also, the approach left a visible bar code
o n the back of the check that changed the check's appear-
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ance, leading to some concern thal customers m~ghtftnd 11
"spooky."*3i
About this time, Eldredge had the opportunity to view
an optical character readlng system ( O C R ) Thls triggered
him to start thlnking about forming the magnetlc ~ n kinto
Arablc characters that could be read by both humans and
computers. The scient~sts~n Eldredge's lab created uniquc
prlnted patterns for each character. which the machine was
able to read and record. When the number sequence was
scanned by a read head. the magnetic ink ylelded a dlstlnctive set of waveforms for each Arablc numeral The Idea was
tested uslng simplified magnetlc '-characters" such as fllled
rectangles, circles. and triangles so that any devlatlon from
the expected waveforms could be easily detected. Using
strips of 35-millimeter film corresponding to successive
identlcal printed patterns on test documents. Eldredge's
team achieved frame after frame o f clean, identlcal waveforms with few variations. even when the printed patterns
were totally obscured by ink o r pencil." The prlorltles for
the coding had changed, and bankers and engineers agreed
that. because of accolintabil~cy.Arablc characters would be
preferable to both b& d d e s and lnvlslble ink.
SRI immediately realized that the magnetic-ink character system was feasible; the only questions were how to
implement the pattern-recognition circuitry and how much
accuracy could be attained. Merntt. a young electronics
.engineer who was still taking courses at Stanford toward h ~ s
PhD. assumed responsibility for lmplemenhng the waveform-recognitioncircuitry requlred for Eldredge's proposed
reader. M e m t t successfully designed the system referred to
as Magnetic Ink Character Recognltlon (MICR), which was
adopted as the machine language for the E R M T h e language consisted of a 10-dig11font wlth four addltlonal symk read as thecharacters
bols forspecificfunctions.The ~ n was
were scanned horizontally under a single, w ~ d emagnetlc
head.29
+

Paper handling
While the MICR work was .proceeding. A. Kaehler
began work o n a simple paper-handling system that was to
pass bar-coded checks through a reader at the proof machine as input to the ERM. Checks processed by the E R M
in random order needed to be arranged by account number
to be returned to the proper customer with the monthly
statement. A high-speed check sorter was needed tocut the
fast-growing labor cost of manual sorting and to meet volume demands. The sorting machlne had to be able to sort
thousandsof checkseach day as they were spit out randomly
by the ERM. These checks had a variance of almost two to
one in length. width. and thickness. Furthermore. the checks
had already been circulated by the public. which often
folded, ripped; stapled. o r taped them." Building on
Kaehler's work. William Noon. another SRI engineer. successfully developed a more advanced sort~ngsystem,includinga vacuumdrivencheck feeder.and transport.gating,and
The ERM was still using the magnetic har-code system when
announced in 1955. Shonly thereafrer. ~t was sw~tchedover lo
MICR.
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stackingcomponents that separated and organized batches
of several thousand checks at a rate of 600 checks per
minute.
Batches of processed checks were physically sorted by
account number by traniportingeach check into o n e of ten
slots according to. the first digit on the check. The same
process was repeated for the next digit in the account number at this level and s o on for eight levels until all the checks
were correctly sorted. Paul Wendt. supported by Bernard J.
O'Connor andTatsu Hori, later redesigned the feeder module s o it was more flexible and could process at even higher
speeds.z
Both the MICR system and check sorter were solutions
to practical problems that arose as the SRI engineers set out
to solve Bank of America's paper-handling crisis. but these
two technological advances were to become the most long
lasting and important contributions of the ERM program.
In 1961. after examining many other scientific achievem e n u , the US Patent Board granted Ken Eldredge the
singular honor of receiving the 3,000,000th United States
patent For his work with character recognition?' In addition.
the American Bankers Association Technical Subcommittee on the Mechanization of CheckHandling, after spending
two y e a n traveling extensively and evaluating all known
methods of check reading, in July 1956 unanimously recommended MlCR as the Common Machine Language for the
banking industry. MICR standard specifications and type
font were decided by 1959,and by 1967 virtually every check

.- . . . .

,

f

.

I

. .

, ' . .
>

.

'

.

in the United States' (as well a s i n numerous foreign countries) was printed with MICR. The system remains in place
,
,
today."

The traveler's check program
By the summer of 1954. Eldredge and Kamphoefner felt
they had a reliablecheck reading system and began tosearch
for a medium to test MICR. Bank of America already was
using the traveler's check program to test an O C R system,
and experiments were conducted using a reader developed
by intelligent Machine Research of Arlington. Virginia.
Although the O C R machinewasan impressive achievement
for its time, the reader had two serious flaws that precluded
its use by BofA: excessive downtime due to temperature and
tolerance problems. and interference stemming from handwritten signatures infringing on the area of the serial number.'gEldredge's work o n character recogn~tionwas concurrent with the O C R program. and it was declded that the
traveler'scheck program would be an ideal way to test both
MICR and the paper-handling system.
The traveler's check program was considered a fitting
test run for MICR and the sorter for manv reason^:'^
Traveler's checks were printed onl!; at a few specialized printing houses. permitting tigl~tcontrol of font
and printing tolerances by companies accustomed to
rigid standards.
All traveler's checks were the same dimension. .
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Development of ERMA
The serial numben on traveler's checks were larger
than on regular checks and could be restyled slightly
without changing the basic format.
Traveler's checks were a self-contained system in
which the existing processing method could operate
in parallel a s a control during the break-in period.
A check digit could be added easily to the serial
number ro ensure [he detection of any reading errors.
A s the amount on traveler's checks was preprinted, it
would not need to be added'after the check was
brought to the depositor's bank.
Ftnally, if the trweler'scheck pregram wassuccessful. thefe
would be a n immediate payoff even using only the s ~ n g l e
prototype machine, as the use of MICR would replace the
cumbersome and costly punchedcard system BofA had ~n
place a t the time.
T o ensure accuracy, a system called the nines check was
used. Each traveler's check had a nine-digit serial number
and a n additional 10th digit indicating the check's denomination. A n 11th digit, when added to the sum of the other
10 digits, made-the total evenly divisible by nine. As each
check was read, the digits imprinted op the check were
totaled by the machine. If the total was not divisible by nine.
the check was rejected by the system and handled by o n e of
the remaining
T o test the system with wont-case scenarios. the engineenseverely damaged many of thechecksin thesame ways
customen often inadvertently mangle their checks. These
included m a m n g the checks with stamps. ink. dirt, finger
marks, rips. and tape. T h e engineen also subjected the
checks to a "crumple test": wadding the check into a small
ball, then flattening it out and running it through the mac h ~ n e T. h~e ~traveler's
~
check scanner and MICR system
interpreted and sorted even the most damaged of these
checks.
In the spring of 1955. SRI demonstrated a working
traveler's check scanner." SRI's work with nonstandard
paper handling and the development of MICR had been
very successful. With the two technologiescombined, under
extreme conditions the traveler's checks theoretically could
be processed at a rate of up to 2.000 per minute. T h e actual
rate of operation was limited to 100 checks per minute by
the standard IBM card punch that produced cards for reco n c ~ l i a t ~ oton be used by BofA's existing traveler's check
c l e a r ~ n goperation.I4 The traveler's check system proved a
superb showcase for MICR and the paper-handling advances. By June 1955. more than 300,000 traveler's checks
had been scanned through the system.*

Construction of the ERM
In March 1954, the majority of the ERMdesign work was
considered to b e complete, and construction began in SRI
buildings 410A and 4108, following the installation of refrigeration equipment. E R M construction was supervised
This section was written with coniiderable input from Dr. Fred
J . Kamphoefner, who wrote his memoirs of magnetic-ink development and the traveler's check program for this project.
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by SRI's Richard Melville and took approximately 15
months tdcomplete. There were five major stages. The first.
in March, was the installation of elaborate refrigeration
equipment, including heat exchangers. blowers. and temperature-control materials. The second stage, in April 1954.
was the arrival of a motor alternator tosupply power for the
ERM. The E R M required 50 kilowarts of direct current
power, which had to be processed using a special plant that
converted the power from the standard commercial alternating current. T h e plant also maintained constant voltage
and amperage to shield the system from power surges."
The third stage, between May and July of 1954.saw the heart
of the system- themagnetic drums. EtectroData magnetic
tapes. and Bendixcircuit packages- begin arriving. During
the fourth stage. in November 1954. the paper-handling and
sorting procedures became feliable. Finally, in March 1955.
the Shepard printer was installed in a separate soundproofed room.
During construction. engineering changes were made
constantly to improve system reliability and functionality.
Howard Leif and o t h e n at Bank of America grew restless
with the continual changes and developments to the seem, ingly neverending E R M project, and finally. in the spring
of 1955. Beise and Leif said "enough" and declared [he
design of the machine complete. Plans were made to announce the system in September 1955. Although adjustments were to be permitted after the official presentation.
~ demonthe machine was to be constructed "as is" f o the
stration.
Completing the ERM's construction under the bank's
. time constraints proved to be a challenging task. T h e time
pressure was significant. and as September neared engineers
worked in shifts around the clock. The most serious problems came with debugging the hardwired machine. Parts of
the hardwiring were being put together before others were
even mapped out. Adjustments were being made constantly
toavoid problems. By the time the system wasdemonstrated
to the public, the carefully developed logic diagrams were
obsolete. So many undocumented changes had been made
to the hardwiring that complete documentation could nor
be passed o n to a manuhcturer. This later proved to be a
serious problem for the system manufacturer that was selected.
Several departures were made from the original plans.
First, due to time constraints and operational concerns. the
final E R M was a bookkeeping machine only. Despite the
bank's desire for automated proofing and many engineers'
interest in combining the two functions. the idea turned out
not to be feasible. Checks continued to be proofed at the
branches before being sent to the ERM centen.

"According ro several SRI engineers, the power system created
many mishaps: 'One particularly impressive incident involved Ihe
300V dc power supply. The dc supplies also had large capaciror
banks in their output circuitry, and on one rainy day, moisture
created a short circuit into which the entire considerable energy of
the 300V bank was discharged. Fortunately. the damage was relatively minor, but henceforward it was forbidden rouse the term %re
i t up' when referring to turning the system on!""
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A second change was in thesorting process. Initrally SRI
had hoped to combine the high-~peedsorter with the main
ERM system so that bookkeeping and sorting could be
handled as a continuous process. Again, with the time and
operational constraints, this was impossible. The SRI sorter
was used after the ERM as a separate system, however. to
sort checks to customers.
Third, in the original plan SRI's prototype was to be
moved to the Berkeley branch for a test run. As the machine
began to be assembled, Bank of America searched for a
closer location and selected the Hester branch in San Jose.
In early 1955, a decision was made, with the advice of Jerre
Nae, not to move the enormouscomputer at all? Tests were
run at SRI by bringing in checks from a nearby branch -a
more realistic plan than moving50,000poundsof computing
equipment to a town 20 miles away.
The h a l ERM computer contained 8,200 vacuum tubes,
w.m diodes, five inpur consoles with electronic reading
1 devices, two magnetic-memory drums, a check sorter, a
high-speed printer, a powersontrol panel. a power plant, a
maintenance board, 24 radrs holding 1.500 electrical and
500 rday packages, 12 magnetic-tape drives, each able to
- handle 2,800-foot tape reels, and a re£rigerationsystem,The
.
E R M wasequipped with more than one million feet of wire,
weighed a hefty 25 tons, and occupied 400 square feet1'
The E M was designed to automate the W e e p i n g details of 50.000 rbscking accounts utilizing a 16 xSWich
2 -drum memory and wired program. The machine functioned .
1: ::as follbws. A check deposited at a BofA branch was proof&
:
. into an 'on us" bi and the batch forwarded to the ,local
ERM center. Here one of the operaton read the check,
- , entered its.amountona keybaard.anddropped it intoaslab. .
The E
m first s c a ~ e dthe check for the magnetized ac7
count number and accessed the current balance in that file
In the magnetic-drum memory. The operator confirmed the
infomation by pressing a bar. In a standard transaction, the
process was completely automated after this point. The
machine checked to see if there was a stop payment or hold
on the account funds. If so. the machine refused to process
the check. If not, the E R M subtracted the amount on the
check from the amount in the account. If this total was
negative, the check was rejected and sent t o a supervisor for
further action. Assuming a posltlve balance, the new balance was replaced in storage and the account number and
debit amount noted in temporary storage. All this information was then transferred to magnetic tape and pnnted on a
paper tape.
The only information contained in the machine's memory was the account number and current balance. The account number. name, address, checks by amount and date,
and current balance were also retained on the magnetic
tape. Once a month a technician removed each magnetic
tape and connected it to a printer. which printedout a record
of all acmunt activity for each account, plus the service
charge the system had calculated.'
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Announcing ERMA
Inearly 1955. Conroy. Leif. and the other Bankof America representatives began to shift their focus away from the

construction toward the grand public announcement of the
ERM system. The announcement. staged down to the last
detail, included a name change for the system. The public
relations office at Bank of America decided that "ERM"
was too technical sounding and potentially too intimidating
to customers. After much brainstorming (and to the
engineers' considerable dismay), the machine was rechristened the Electronic Recording Machine - Accounting. to
be known as 'ERMA."*
As part of the preparations for the announcement of
ERMA,SRI put together a detailed publicity description of
the development, and BofA generated dozens of press releases and prepared photographs for use by magazines.
television, and newspapers. The literature emphasized the
extraordinary accomplishment Bank of America considered it had achieved. The fact sheet distributed to the press
described ERMA as "the biggest single advance in bank
account bookkeeping in the history of banking," and stated
that 'the invention of ERMA was the climax of an unrelenting search for a new method to help Bank of America to
meet the challenge of the ever-growing banking needs of
The Literature was careful,
California's surging
to explain that while the nine bookkeepers who worked o n
each ERMA would replace more than 50 traditional bookkeepen.' no one would lose his o r her job. The differences
would be made up by attrition and lateraljob transfen. One
of. the few areas downplayed was how .the ERMA system
would affect customen (e.g.. the new a m u n t numbers).
Brief mention was made of the barcodeson the backof,each
check,and customers were cautionednot to lend theirblank
checks to anyone.
September 22. 1955, was officially designated uEKMPr
Day" at B a d of America. Employees were notified about
ERMA a few days before the worldwide announcement, but
letten were not sent to stockholders until ERMA Day. The
introduction to ERMA was held at SRI headquarters in
Menlo Park. T o avoid any aspea of the story leaking, the
press was brought in from San Francisco on buses provlded
by BofA. The presentation was conducted by Clark Beise
(by then Bank of America president) and Tom Morrin of
SRI. At the demonstration, Beise spoke of the great contnbution the machine would be making to Bank of Amenca.
where it was eagerly awaited.and to the bankingcommuruty
in general. Morrin emphasized the magnitude of the englneering accomplishment and demonstrated the system."

SRI recommended that BofA adopt the name RNAC. an abbreviationof linancial accounting. as theofficial computer title. The
engineers felt this was a more appropriatedesignation because "the
equipment calls for too heavy an invatment for light treatment by
name."x
" By ERMA Day. the sorter was still not performing reliably.
Engineers worked on the machine right up until ERMA'S unveiling
to the public. Before Monin demonstrated the machine to the
journalins. he had an SRI engineer in the back of the room indicate
with a thumbs-up signal that it was performing stably and the show
could go on.The demonstration went perfectly and the press never
suspected the sorter was less than ideal. That evening. at a private
showing for SRI employees. the soner went haywire and spewed
checks all over the room at the engineen.=
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Development of ERMA
Neither man named the firms that had collaborated on the
project o r the costs incurred.
T h e ceremony was attended by an impressive list of
journalists, including the financialeditorsof newspapers and
wire services, California business syndicate writers, and
wnters from The New York Times, Life, Forrune,Newsweek,
and Business Week.'' Bank of America's attention to the
media paid off in a barrage of articles in leading national
journals lauding the accomplishment In glowing terms.

Discussion
It is crucial to note that "the b~ggestsingle advance... In
the history of banking" did not come from a tradit~onal
bus~ness-equipmentmanufacturer. It took the pressure of
check growth o n the world's largest bank combined w t h an
innovative research institute to produce the machine. For
business-machine manufacturers, the 1950 status quo had
been fine. Emerging computers seemed more attuned to
computation than paper processing, a n d banks were forced
t o buy considerable quantitiesof proof machines to keep up
with the flow of checks. The manufacturers seem~nglyhad
little to gain by risking time and capital m a speculative
research a n d developmcnt,p~oject.
Bank of America, in contrast. was desperate, driven by
need, h o t by preserving market share. T h e check-handling
crisis had become s o severe that Beise feared it would
impinge a n expansion. Forced t o search for a new technolopcal s a t i o n , BofA wasopen t o all suggestions. Beise, as
a sponsor determined to solve the problem, was willing to
invest the necessary capital-to prove the solution possible.
O n c e the design of themachine had adequate functionality,
Beise, Leif, and Conroy, sensing a s o l u t ~ o nat hand. decided
that s p e n d ~ n gmore money was unproduct~veand so demonstrated the model "as is."
S R I turned out to be the perfect partner for Bank of
Arnenca. SRI was interested in becoming- involved w t h
cornputen, it needed theproject.and it was less thanan hour
away from BofA headquarters. In addition. secrecy was
easily maintained. The SRI team, o n the basis of a thorough
understanding of the requirements. designed and built four
new components of the banking-oriented system:
1. An encoding system t o enable electronic versus man-

ual handling of all check-processing activities.
2. A check reading system that allowed detection of the
necessary information from any size check under normal usage.
3. An encoding system to imprint the amount of the
check in a n electronically readable format.
4. A control system for incoming checks and a computer-based bookkeeping system to carry out necessary bookkeeping procedures.
SRI's and Bank of America's achievements were considerable. T h e two companies put together a computer-based
check-processing system that was a radical advance from
anything the business-machine manufacturers had consid-
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ered. They broke the dom~nantcheck-processing design,
w h ~ c hhad been Improved only ~ncrementallyfor 100 years.
Although the final SRI system was a bookkeeping m a c h ~ n e
only, the new ~nnovationforged the potentla1 forcomblnlng
the proofingand bookkeep~ngcler~cal
act~vltiesInto a s ~ n g l e
system and providing ready access to account balances
throughout the day.
Along the way the goals had been changed from creatlng
a production machine to devis~ngmodels of how a checkprocessing system could work. ERMA was not complete as
a total working computer system, but complementary innovatlons had the components of a "total system." It r e l ~ e don
bar codes o n the back and on the operator checking the
account number. T h e traveler's checks system had proven
the rel~abilityand operational value of MICR. Eldredge's
character recognition system had established the abll~tyof
magnetic-ink characters to be used for check processing.
E R M A proved theability to process normalchecks encoded
with M I C R a n d the efficiency of centralizing bookkeeping.
Both companies were represented by outstanding leadership. Clark Beise was athougbtful, visionary man who had
a futuristic view of banking. Although he had no formal
tralnlng In technoJqgy, he,was ableto see ~t as the solution
to his problems and to turn to those w h o d ~ dknow compute n . Beames. Conroy, and Leif worked more closely with
SRI. Again. these men.were short on technical experience,
but they knew banking inside out and had a strong systems
point of view, Conroy provided the Impetus to ensure that
bank procedures were understood at the level of detail
needed a n d that the rich assortment of technologists solved
individual technical issues within the constraints of overall
bank check-processing requirements. At SRI. Bank of
America was, well-served by the leadenhip of Tom M o m n .
Jerre Noe. Oliver Whitby, Ken Eldredge. Jack Goldberg,
Fred Kamphoefner, and others.

T

he development of the E R M A system came as a huge
surprise t o the manufacturing and banking communities. Journalists, bankers, and manufacturers all rushed to
find o u t more about this revolutionary machine that was
rumored to have fundamentally changed banking. Most
surprising was that the newest technology was not coming
from a supplier of equipment, but from a user - Bank of
America.
Bank of America's leadenhip was crucial in forcing
b a n k e n a n d manufacturers to consider electronic options.
In the fall of 1955. after the announcement, Beise was able
to sit back and enjoy the rush of companies queuing up for
the chance t o manufacture his machine.
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